By Glenn Brownstein

Those of you familiar with the local area may recall that Boston used to be a "hockey town." Those of you who spent last October falling for the game may recall school while the Red Sox worked their magic might call this place a "baseball town." Forget it. Boston is the football capital of the world, Columbus, Ohio, and Pittsburgh notwithstanding. The only sport college teams in the area at this point of the season, although I'd venture to guess that Harvard's record will fall on the weight of Washington. The Crimson football juggernaut and Boston College's stunning 14-13 upset of Texas have brought respectability to the much-maligned local gridiron reputation. Success with the "11-1" tag on their home turf in 1975 and Navy have only added to the general spirit.

If it's a rebuilding year for the Patriots, we're told in September. If that's true, then Coach Chuck Fairbanks has revolutionized American football. That's not the reincarnation of the 1950s Cleveland Browns or the old Green Bay Packers on your tube, but the same team that has ruled to see 500 season since 1966. After predictably losing its opening game to Baltimore, the Patriots defeated Miami and Pittsburgh, the teams responsible for three of the past four Super Bowl Championships, and added a championship-caliber Oakland squad on Sunday. With the ridiculous score of 45-17.

Two weeks ago, when Carolina (remember Bill?) isn't here any more, nor, for that matter, is Jim Plunkett. The local heroes have strange names like "Bob" and "Ken." The collective New England sporting mind has turned from the Green Monster to artificial turf, from hit and run to bump and run, from Fenway to Foxboro.

Then again, Kenmore Square might just erupt once More, denied the heroes have strange names like "Bob" and "Ken." The collective New England sporting mind has turned from the Green Monster to artificial turf, from hit and run to bump and run, from Fenway to Foxboro.

THE TECH

By William Lasser

President Ford said recently that his administration could not be classified as an extension of the "Imperial Presidency." Ford seemed proud of the fact that he had reversed the trend of past Presidencies towards usurpation of power.

The President is quite correct in his appraisal of his administration. In fact, the past two years have seen a new trend towards the survival of the President, the avoidance of large issues, and the patently illegitimate and unwarranted temporary emasculation of the opposition. President Ford has committed the ultimate political specter for the White House: the President is quite correct in his appraisal of his administration. In fact, the past two years have seen a new trend towards the survival of the President, the avoidance of large issues, and the patently illegitimate and unwarranted temporary emasculation of the opposition.
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